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Part II The Central Middle Ages

TIMELINE 11.1
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lay entombed beneath it. But to William of Malmesbury (c. 1096–1143), a different
explanation appealed: “The structure might have fallen because of faulty construction,
even if the king had never been buried there.” To such a view, the future belonged.

B

YZANTINE AND ISLAMIC INFLUENCES

This future was built in part on Western borrowings from Byzantium and Islam. These
neighbors of the medieval West were not as politically strong after 1000 as before, but
they were marvelous repositories of learning and art, both old and new.
Although the political might of Byzantium waned between 1000 and 1300, its
culture continued to ﬂourish. As custodians of Greek culture and Roman traditions,
Byzantines revered their classical heritage, nurtured art, and admired learning. Yet, although impressive and sometimes awe-inspiring, their creative impulses were limited
by devotion to ancient traditions that they altered only slowly and cautiously, if at all.
Byzantines were more preservers of ancient traditions than innovative creators. They
would have liked Norman Rockwell more than Pablo Picasso.
In the twelfth century, as in the sixth, Byzantine artists produced rich, abstract
works that sought more to inspire reverence than to reﬂect reality (look back at Figures 3.2 and 3.3). When commerce, crusade, and conquest brought East and West closer
during the Central Middle Ages, Western Europeans were often perplexed by Byzantine
society and politics, but they unequivocally admired, collected, and imitated its mosaics, silks, paintings, and rich art enhanced with ivory, gems, pearls, and gold. Westerners
also admired the stimulating intellectual heritage found in the libraries and schools of
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